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Streaming ConstrucGon Grammar (SCG) is both a ConstrucGon Grammar formalism (Fillmore 1988; 
Goldberg 1995) as well as a parser implementaGon for simulaGon-based natural language 
understanding. It was developed in the CRC EASE, where it transforms underspecified natural 
language instrucGons from the kitchen domain into interpretaGons of an ontological model (Beßler 
et al. 2020). SCG draws inspiraGon from Embodied ConstrucGon Grammar and Fluid ConstrucGon 
Grammar, combining construcGons as mental simulaGon-parameterising operaGons Gghtly 
integraGng external knowledge bases, with the computaGonal model of unificaGon and merging 
(Feldman et al. 2009; Steels et al. 2006). 

However, SCG is uniquely simplified and generalised. Normalising the classical a_ribute-value-
matrices into triples, also known as en$ty-a)ribute-value tuples, and using them for input, output, 
and internal data allows for a fundamental reengineering of the match-merge operaGon. Most 
computaGonal work is pushed to an input-independent pre-computaGon step, so that parsing itself is 
reduced to unificaGon with constraint propagaGon and the weighted set cover problem, opening 
new avenues for performance improvements through indices and heurisGcs. This also yields reacGve 
incremental parsing capabiliGes and the ability to simultaneously explore and combine different 
interpretaGon hypotheses, similar to chart-based approaches. 

A novel query operator between the match and merge operaGons allows construcGons to access a 
shared monotonic knowledge base, i.e. a tuplespace that is based on a common data representaGon,  
defined by an ontology and its constraints. Using a common knowledge framework for the grammar, 
the a_ached knowledge base, and the roboGc systems allows for seamless communicaGon and 
enables realGme bi-direcGonal data streams between them. As data, such as input words or world 
informaGon, becomes available in the shared knowledge base, it is picked up by reacGve queries and, 
in turn, causes construcGons to fire. Moreover, queries using knowledge from an ontology, a 
simulaGon, or roboGc sensors can: 

• act as a success criterion, e.g. by expressing role filler type constraints, such as those in 
Embodied ConstrucGon Grammar 

• enable context-aware construcGons 
• facilitate the processing of syntacGcally ambiguous instrucGons, e.g. disGnguishing CAUSEDMOTION 

from PROPERTYRESULTATIVE 
• resolve coreferences via both syntacGc heurisGcs as well as semanGc constraints (Raghuram et al. 

2017) 

Conversely, schemas evoked by the instrucGon can parameterise subsequent simulaGons which are 
able to determine unknown parameter values and the overall plausibility of the instrucGon 
interpretaGons. The implementaGon also provides a notebook-based sandbox with tools and 
visualisaGons to aid grammar engineering and inspect the parsing process. 
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